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Welcome to the autumn edition of the farm newsletter for 
members of the Bord Bia Quality Assurance Schemes for beef, 
sheep and dairy. In this newsletter you’ll fi nd information on Bord 
Bia’s most recent activity to grow and support markets for Irish 
beef, sheepmeat and dairy.
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News

Championing Irish farmers
In October, Bord Bia will launch a new campaign in Ireland to showcase the positive role that Irish farmers play as 
custodians of the land. A six-week campaign will feature short videos fi lmed on Irish farms, which will be promoted to 
the public across Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, as well as print and online ads. Bord Bia is very grateful to the four 
farming families who gave their time to participate in the campaign: suckler beef and dairy farmers, Alan Wood and his 
son Nigel; dairy farmers Theresa Wrafter and her daughter Ciara; and organic sheep farmers, Amy and Ross Jackson; 
plus apple grower, Con Traas.

Farming for Nature 
The Farming for Nature (FFN) awards, sponsored by 
Bord Bia, has selected 15 new farmers to join their 
ambassador network. Now in its fi fth year, FFN was set 
up to celebrate the stories of farmers across Ireland who 
manage their land in a way that sustains nature, while 
providing a livelihood for their family. Nominations are 
sought annually from a broad panel of environmental 
experts and through a rigorous system of interviews, 
farm visits and assessments. This year’s ambassadors 
include farmers who manage a wide range of very 
valuable habitats including species-rich grasslands, 
uplands, wetlands, woodlands, hedgerows and more. 
Five of these farmers have been put forward for a public 
vote to choose the public’s favourite Farming for Nature 
Ambassador for 2022. The fi ve farmers are: sheep 
farmer, Brigid O’Connor (Kerry); beef farmer, James Ham 
(Westmeath); tillage and beef farmer, Mark Gillanders 
(Monaghan); beef farmer, Mark Harold-Barry (Tipperary) 
and dairy farmer, Sean Condon (Limerick). For more 
information, go to www.farmingfornature.ie.

Auditor jobs
Bord Bia is currently recruiting for auditors to carry out farm 

audits for the Sustainable Beef, Lamb and Dairy Assurance 

Schemes. The main responsibilities of the job are to arrange 

audits with individual farmers; ensure the farmer is prepared 

in advance of the audit; visit farms and conduct the audit; and 

complete the audit report on an electronic handheld device. 

Desired skills and attributes:

• A third level agricultural qualifi cation and/or a proven record 
of competency in farming.

• Knowledge of beef, lamb or dairy farming.

• IT skills (all audits are carried out electronically on handheld 
devices).

• Excellent communication skills.

• Report writing skills to accurately document the farm audit.

• Ability to work independently on one’s own initiative.

• Be able to work within the auditor guidelines provided.

• Ability to schedule, organise and e�  ciently conduct farm 
audits.

• Own transport.

To request an application form, email: quality.assurance@
bordbia.ie or phone 01 5240410.
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Connecting Irish exporters with dairy buyers in Asia

Bord Bia runs a programme of activity across Asia to connect Irish dairy exporters with 
potential customers and to highlight Ireland’s capability as a supplier of high quality, 
sustainable dairy, in this valuable region. We outline some recent activity below.

Bord Bia’s Market Specialist 
Joe Moore, with chef Masaaki 
Bungo, at the Tokyo dairy 
seminar, where attendees were 
served pizza with Irish cheese to 
showcase the functionality and 
fl avour of Irish cheese.

Trade Mission
During the September Government-led 

Trade Mission to Japan, Singapore, and 

Vietnam, Bord Bia hosted two dairy 

seminars in Tokyo and Hanoi to launch the 

European Dairy – Ireland, Working with 

Nature campaign in Japan and Vietnam. 

130 local dairy industry representatives 

attended the two seminars to learn more 

about Irish dairy.  

Wuhan Seminar
Bord Bia hosted a dairy seminar on August 

8th in Wuhan, China, with Irish dairy 

exporters who are active in the region. The 

audience was comprised of dairy importers, 

distributors, manufacturers and foodservice 

buyers. During the seminar, attendees 

tasted Irish dairy products and experienced 

the positive attributes of Irish dairy. 

Trade Fairs
Foodex Japan is one of Asia’s largest trade 

shows, attracting over 30,000 visitors. 

This year, Bord Bia represented the Irish 

dairy sector at the show to highlight the 

credentials of Irish dairy to key buyers. Four 

Irish dairy exporters exhibited at the Origin 

Green Ireland stand at Food Hotel Asia (FHA) 

in Singapore, from September 5-8th. FHA 

attracts trade buyers from across the Asia-

Pacifi c region including Malaysia, Japan and 

Australia. In October, Bord Bia will represent 

Irish dairy at Food Ingredients Bangkok in 

Thailand as part of the European Dairy – 

Ireland, Working with Nature campaign.

Weaker global milk fl ows bolster dairy prices   
Weaker milk fl ows from the main exporting regions have contributed to sustained and record-high dairy commodity prices 
in 2022, despite infl ationary pressures taking a toll throughout the supply chain. Combined milk supply from the ‘Big Five’ 
(EU, US, New Zealand, Australia and Argentina) up to the end of June sits at 151.5 million tonnes, a 1.2% decline from the 
same period last year. 

Europe
In Europe, the world’s largest dairy exporting region 
accounting for approximately 40% of all dairy exports, 
production up to the end of June is 0.9% down from last 
year as farmers grapple with rising input costs and an 
intense summer drought. Seven of Europe’s top 10 dairy 
producing countries (Germany, France, UK, Netherlands, 
Italy, Ireland and Spain) currently lag behind 2021, with 
only Poland, Denmark and Belgium showing year-on-year 
growth. 

US
Rising input costs have also hampered US milk supply, 
with cow numbers falling by over 60,000 head since July 
2021. Milk collections for January to July 2022 sit at 0.6% 
behind last year. However, it is expected that strong farm 
gate margins will help production recover in the coming 
months. 

New Zealand
The 2021/22 New Zealand milk production season ended in 
May and despite record farm gate prices, milk production 
slipped 4% behind the previous season. This was due to 
a sustained dry period in key regions, high feed prices, 
a reduced herd size and labour shortages. The 2022/23 
season commenced in June with commentators predicting 
a recovery on milk production back to 2020/21 levels. 

Australia
Production has also been under pressure in Australia with 
their recently concluded 2021/22 season fi nishing 4% 
behind last year. 

Argentina 
Argentina is the only one of the ‘Big Five’ to achieve year on 
year growth, with cumulative production for the fi rst half 
of the year up 1%.
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Calculating your carbon footprint
As part of the audit process, farmers must complete a sustainability 
survey in which they report on farm management activity. The 
sustainability survey is used in conjunction with data from AIMs, ICBF (for 
beef farms), and milk production data (for dairy farms), to calculate each 
individual farm’s carbon footprint. It is also used to determine if a farm’s 
herd meets the threshold for the grass-fed standard (at least 90% grass-
based on a fresh weight basis).

Approximate time it takes to complete the survey: 30min

The Sustainability Survey 
The sustainability survey is seven pages long with approximately 60 questions on topics such as:

• Turnout and housing dates for all groups of animals;

• Use of chemical fertilisers (including dates, types and quantities used);

• Manure spreading and application method;

• Harvest dates and DMD of grass-based forages (where available) used on farm;

• Types and quantities of concentrate feeds used during the year.

Housing and turnout 
Farmers are asked to provide the 
average date that the herd was 
turned out in the spring, and when 
cattle were housed in the winter. 
Farmers must report any additional 
housing days during the grazing 
season. This information is used to 
identify the time of year animals are 
housed and when they have access to 
fresh grass or conserved forage.

Manure management
Farmers must report on the approximate date of slurry spreading, what 
percentage of slurry was spread, and the area (in hectares or acres) spread. 
Farmers must also report how the slurry is stored and what percentage is 
stored in each structure e.g. 40% in a slatted tank, 20% in an uncovered tank, 
40% in a lined lagoon. Any imported slurry spread must be reported, plus the 
type of slurry handling system used, i.e. splash plate. 

This information is used to calculate the impact of manure storage and 
application on the farm’s carbon footprint. The method and timing of slurry 
can infl uence farm emissions. Low Emission Slurry Spreading Equipment, 
e.g. trailing shoe, can be used to decrease the loss of nitrogen to the 
atmosphere at the time of spreading. The application of slurry on mild days 
with little sunshine directly onto the surface of the soil using a trailing shoe 
results in greater availability of nitrogen to the grass roots than if it were 
applied using a splash plate. Teagasc recommend that farmers aim for 70% 
of slurry to be applied in spring.
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Farmer 
Feedback 
Report

Once a farm is certifi ed, a farmer 
feedback report is generated 
and dispatched to the farmer, 
typically within one week of 
certifi cation. The farmer feedback 
report includes the farm’s 
carbon footprint, the percentage 
change from the farm’s last 
audit, and compares the farm’s 
sustainability metrics, such as 
the carbon footprint, to farms 
of a similar system type. The 
report can also be downloaded 
from farm.bordbia.ie using your 
herd number and PIN. For further 
information or guidance, call the 
Bord Bia Helpdesk.

Feeding 
The rates of additional feed in the form of concentrates/straights and 
whole crop are used in the carbon footprint and grass fed calculations. 
The emissions of feed are infl uenced by the source and type of individual 
ingredients. Bord Bia uses a weighted emissions factor for compound feed 
based on typical ingredients in the feed recipe. The source countries for the 
ingredients are also factored in and are based on national import statistics.

Farmers must report the number of weeks that cattle (excluding dairy cows) 
are fed compound rations while indoors and outdoors; plus the average 
quantity fed per animal per day in kilos. For dairy cows, farmers are asked to 
record compound rations fed per animal, per day for each month. 

If any alternative forages are fed (i.e. maize silage, whole crop, kale, fodder 
beet, etc.) the farmer should report the average rate fed per animal per day in 
kilos (all cattle, including dairy cows). 

Farmers must also record any feeding of milk replacer or whole milk to calves. 

Energy use and renewables
Farm energy use contributes to approximately 5-8% of a farm’s carbon 
footprint. Farmers are asked to provide the quantity (in litres) of diesel or 
petrol used each year on the farm, and the kilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity 
used per year. If farmers have any energy e«  ciency initiatives on the 
farm, such as heat recovery, low energy lighting, or energy consumption 
monitoring, this can be recorded in the survey. Farmers can also report if any 
renewable energy is generated on farm.

Fertiliser
The type and quantity of artifi cial 
fertiliser applied, plus the area fertilised, 
is collected in the sustainability survey. 
This data is required to calculate the 
emissions associated with fertiliser 
production and application. The survey 
has been recently updated to include an 
expanded list of fertilisers, including a 
selection of protected urea options. 

It is important to report fertiliser use 
as accurately as possible so that the 
farm feedback report can assist you in 
making more informed fertiliser use 
decisions to reduce fertiliser related 
emissions.

The application of protected urea in 
place of C.A.N. and straight urea can 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
ammonia losses. A 71% reduction in 
nitrous oxide emissions can be achieved 
using protected urea. The use of soil 
test results can be used to identify 
lime, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and 
potassium (K) requirements of your soil 
and a nutrient management plan can be 
used to ensure that optimal soil fertility 
is maintained.

Completing the survey
The survey must be completed before your audit using the online portal at farm.
bordbia.ie. Alternatively, you can contact the Bord Bia Helpdesk on (01) 524 0410 
(Monday to Friday, 9am to 8pm) and they will be able to assist you. 

Accuracy and privacy
It is important that the information provided is accurate and complete to obtain 
correct carbon footprint and grass-fed calculations. All data provided must be from the 
previous calendar year, for example if your audit takes place in November 2022, you 
report from the previous January to December 2021. All answers will be kept strictly 
confi dential by Bord Bia and will only be used to calculate the carbon footprint and 
sustainability performance of your farm.
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Live exports performing 
strongly 
The live export trade has continued to perform strongly with 
233,000 cattle exported from Ireland up to September 4th. This is a 
12% increase from the corresponding period in 2021 and represents 
a return to more typical trading patterns post-Covid-19. 

The recovery in the level of live exports has been driven by growth 
in the number of calves being traded, with 167,000 head exported 
during the fi rst 35 weeks of the year. This is a 21% increase from 
2021 and can be attributed to strong demand from key customers 
for Irish calves. The Netherlands has been the best performing calf 
market in 2022, while Spain and Italy also remain important outlets. 
The trade in weanling and store cattle to customers in key European 
markets has also been performing well, with overall numbers 
helped by increased activity in exports to international markets. 

Trade with Northern Ireland has been more subdued in 2022 
following a very strong performance in late 2020 and into 2021. 
Tighter cattle numbers on Northern Ireland farms, and demand for 
beef in the UK, may help strengthen demand for Irish cattle as we 
move into the last quarter of the year. 

Beef outlook
Finished cattle prices at Irish meat plants have been steady in recent weeks, with 
R3 steers averaging €4.79/kg (excl VAT) for the week ending September 4th, an 
increase from €4.17/kg during the corresponding week last year.

For the year to-date, Irish R3 steer prices are running 19% ahead of 2021 levels, 
at €4.76/kg (excl VAT). By-comparison, in the UK, R3 steer prices have averaged 
€5.11/kg here-to-fore, while the average EU R3 young bull price was €4.91/kg for 
the fi rst eight months of 2022.

Over recent months, demand for beef experienced some downward pressure 
across European markets, as consumers adjusted to increases in the cost 
of living. However, the weaker demand for higher-value steak cuts has 
been partially o¬ set by a very strong forequarter beef trade, especially for 
manufacturing product.

Over 1.205 million head of cattle have been processed to-date in 2022, an 
increase of 96,000 head (8.7%) on the same period last year. This increase in 
supply has been driven by the higher availability of all categories of animals. 
Most notably, cow throughput has risen by 15.5% (36,000 head). A signifi cant 
majority of these additional cows have been from the dairy herd, as opposed to 
cull suckler cows. Prime cattle categories (steers, heifers and young bulls) are 
each running at 6% above 2021 levels.

Supply forecasts to the year-end, taking the latest trends into account from the 
DAFM’s Animal Identifi cation and Movements System (AIMS), suggest that overall 
throughput for 2022 will rise by 110,000 to 120,000 head on last year’s levels. 
With the signifi cant increase in winter fi nishing costs and tighter fodder supplies, 
it is likely that some beef producers will opt to market animals earlier than 
usual. The impact of higher cattle slaughterings is being partially o¬ set by lighter 
carcase weights. On average, steer carcases have been 5kg lighter so far in 2022, 
at 348kg, while cow carcase weights have fallen by 9kg to an average of 302kg.

6

Bord Bia 
promotions to 
support Irish 
beef prices 
this autumn
A strong programme of promotions 
is underway across priority markets 
for Irish beef, including Britain, Italy 
and Germany, as well as in growth 
markets such as Belgium, Sweden, 
Central and Eastern Europe, and 
Greece. These promotions focus 
on raising awareness and growing 
preference for grass fed Irish beef. 

Bord Bia has invested additional 
resources to amplify promotional 
campaigns in Germany and Belgium, 
while the fi rst consumer Irish beef 
advertising campaign will take place 
in Switzerland targeting shoppers 
who are in close proximity to stores 
stocking Irish beef.

Bord Bia continues to focus on its 
key strategic priority of sustaining 
a premium for Irish beef in the 
marketplace. Market development 
for verifi ed Irish Grass Fed Beef is 
ongoing, as is the development of 
a bespoke marketing campaign for 
Irish suckler beef. In advance of PGI 
status being granted to Irish Grass 
Fed Beef by the EU Commission, 
Bord Bia is preparing to maximise 
the opportunity for the beef 
sector, with international market 
research and strategic campaign 
development underway.

Bord Bia Quality Assured Irish beef promotion 
in Sweden.
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BEEF, SHEEP & LIVESTOCK

Lamb market update 
The lamb market has been under some downward pressure 
in recent months, with current deadweight prices now 
similar to 2021 levels. While returns from meat plants 
remain well above the fi ve-year average price, producer 
margins have been eroded by higher input costs at farm 
level. 

Up to the end of August, throughput of 2022-born lambs at 
Irish meat plants reached just over 723,000 head, a decline 
of approx. 72,000 head from the same period in 2021. This 
decline in lamb throughput combined with a larger ewe 
fl ock recorded in the December 2021 census, indicates 
that there are more lambs remaining on-farm compared to 
previous years. Imports of lambs from Northern Ireland for 
direct slaughter are operating at a similar level to previous 
years with 74,714 lambs imported to the end of August 2022.

Over the past month, slow grass growth has been a limiting 
factor on many sheep farms across the country. There is 
some concern among processors that while the availability 
of fi nished lambs is likely to remain relatively tight in the 
short term, this could give-rise to an abundance of supply 
later in the autumn, and a large carryover of hoggets into 
2023. Producers are being encouraged to keep lambs 
moving and to market them as soon as they are ready. Ewe 
and ram throughput in DAFM-approved plants has totalled 
102,369 head since the start of June, which represents a 3% 
increase on the corresponding period in 2021.

Recent insight reports have indicated some slowdown in 
lamb demand, both from customers within Ireland and 
overseas. The high price point of lamb in comparison with 
other proteins is having a greater infl uence on consumer 
purchasing decisions given the infl ationary pressures across 
the EU. Bord Bia continues to invest in dedicated lamb 
promotional activities on the domestic market and in key 
export markets to highlight the quality and versatility of 
Irish lamb.

Building organic markets
Several key projects are underway this autumn and into 2023 to support the growth of Irish 
organic production. A research study to quantify the volume of Irish organic produce available 
for the domestic retail and export sectors will be delivered shortly and will be used to develop 
targeted lead generation and promotional campaigns in 2023 and beyond.

Market insight is key to developing viable export markets for Irish organic produce and Bord Bia’s network of international 
o«  ces continue to explore opportunities in potential markets. An in-depth study into opportunities for Irish organic produce 
in Sweden and Denmark has recently been completed, building on a similar study focusing on the German market in 2021.

Bord Bia has partnered with Teagasc and the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine to host a National Organic 
Beef Open Day on John Purcell’s farm in county Tipperary on September 28th. The open day will provide an overview of best 
practice for existing organic farmers as well as providing an insight into all aspects of organic farming, the current markets 
for organic produce, and the fi nancial supports available for those farmers considering converting their farms.

The National Organic Awards will be hosted by Bord Bia in partnership with the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine in October 2022. Taking place every two years, the awards highlight and celebrate the achievements of Irish organic 
food and drink producers.
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SIGNPOST

The EPA report released on 21st July was stark: Greenhouse 
gas emissions (GHG) from agriculture, as well as other sectors, 
continues to rise. For 2021, emissions from agriculture increased 
by 3% to 20.5 MtCO2Eq compared to 2020 levels. This is going in 
the wrong direction. 

We have a national carbon budget for 2021-2025 and from 2026-
2030. This sets the total amount of CO2 that can be emitted. This 
budget will be fi nalised now that Government has agreed a 25% 
reduction target for agriculture. The longer it takes to reduce 
emissions, the less carbon budget we will have left, and thus the 
larger the cuts that will be required in the future. 

The target for 2021 was a reduction of 2.2% to 3% in GHG 
emissions. The net result is agricultural emissions are 5.2% to 
6% higher in 2021 than the target that was set for that year. 
These emissions, in addition to the annual targets, will now need 
to be reduced over the remaining nine years to 2030. This will 
not happen without the rapid adoption of the key technologies 
available to farmers. The responsibility for reducing emissions 
lies with every farmer in the country across all enterprises: dairy, 
beef, sheep, tillage and pig farmers; big or small; north, south, 
east or west; good land or bad land, intensive or extensive, 
everyone has a role to play. 

We have a roadmap of existing and emerging technologies 
that will help us to achieve the target of a 25% reduction in 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2030. But the focus right now has 
to be on using the existing technologies that are available to us 
today. We cannot a¬ ord to wait for emerging technologies such 
as feed additives to provide a silver bullet. There is no silver 
bullet. It’s a combination of simple actions that will help reduce 
emissions on Irish farms. 

We are asking all farmers to identify just one action that they 
can take to reduce emissions on their farm over the next three 
months. Importantly, many of the actions that farmers are being 
asked to take to reduce emissions will also reduce costs and/or 
improve profi tability. 

From the list below, can you take just one action this 
September to reduce emissions on your farm? 

• Spread lime on low pH soils this month; 

• Spread potassium on low K index soils;

• Continue to focus on the autumn grazing targets; 

• Implement a dosing and vaccination programme for young 
stock.

Dairy specifi c measures
• Book a milk recording;

• Weigh replacement heifers now and take remedial action to 
address below target weights. 

Reducing farm emissions
Siobhan Kavanagh, Signpost Programme Communications and Engagement Specialist, 
Teagasc, explains the importance of taking the fi rst step in reducing emissions on your farm
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